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‘THE MOST EFFECTIVE JUICE DIET IN THE WORLD’
HELLO! MAGAZINE

Super Juice Me!
28-Day Juice Plan

Jason Vale

JASON VALE’S

Off the back of his groundbreaking and critically acclaimed film, Super Juice Me! The Big
Juice Experiment, comes Jason Vale’s most comprehensive juice programme to date.
In the film eight people with twenty-two different diseases between them, lived on
nothing but freshly extracted juice for 28 days. Jason wanted to test what effect, if any,
living on a juice-only diet for 28 days would have on their diseases and overall health.
The results at the end of the Super Juice Me! Big Juice Experiment were nothing short of
remarkable, with every person experiencing positive changes to their health conditions;
one person even lost 38lbs in just those 28 days.
The Super Juice Me! 28-Day Juice Plan is the result of that incredible experiment and has
been specifically designed for those who need to lose a lot of weight and/or who need
to make considerable changes to their health.

28-DAY
JUICE PLAN

28-DAY JUICE PLAN

Millions of people all over the world have embarked on a Jason Vale Juice Diet of some
kind, but Super Juice Me! is without question his single most effective juice diet yet.
Jason says, ‘give me 28-days and I’ll give you back your life’.
The book contains:
• The Full Super Juice Me! 28-Day Juice Plan
• Super Juice Me! 28-Day Journal To Track Your Progress
• The Right Psychology For Success
• Why Medical Drugs Aren’t Always The Answer
• Exactly What To Do After You’ve Been ‘Super Juiced!’
• Full Q & A Section
• Full Shopping List and much more ...

978-095476645-0
£11.99
152 x 221mm
424 pages
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new releases

pb
(t)
VF Family and health VFMD diets
and dieting

100lbs down, no swelling in my legs,
all fungi gone, cholesterol normal
and no more migraines!
Chris Stewart

All my health problems

have vanished!

Thanks to juicing
I have cured my Type 2 diabetes

Kelly Gill

Jason Levy

AMAZING! Psoriasis Cleared,
Eczema Cleared, 55lbs weight lost
Hanna Sillitoe

“THERE ARE SO MANY THINGS
THAT CAN BENEFIT FROM
A
PROGRAM ME THAT STARTS
BY ‘CURING ’ YOU FROM THE
INSIDE NOT THE OUTSIDE
”

“I’M HAPPIER, HEALTHIER
AND FINALLY IN CONTROL.”

“I feel I have
been given a
second chance .”

“For years I have been hiding at home

Also by Jason Vale
“The Jamie Oliver of Juicing”
OK! Magazine
“The Most Effective Juicing Programme In The World”
Hello! Magazine

Jason Vale is the best-selling author of ten books on health,
addiction and juicing. His books have been translated into many
languages and he regularly appears on television, radio and in the
press.
Jason’s 7lbs in 7 days Juice Master Diet has been described as ‘The
most successful juice diet of all time’ and over 3 million Jason Vale
books have been sold to date.
He has five number 1 best-selling apps and is the founder of the Juicy
Oasis Boutique Health Retreat & Spa in Portugal.

crownhouse.co.uk

The Funky Fresh Juice Book
see page 14
978-095476641-2

new releases

Kick the Drink...Easily!
see page 13
978-184590390-9
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Simple tests and many excercises you can do at home. See results quickly.

Magic Eyes

Vision training for children

Leo Angart
Vision problems affect people of all ages, but they don’t have to.
Children are sometimes prescribed glasses at a very young age but there are natural
methods that could have even greater benefits, when they are young and in the long
term. Simple exercises can make your child’s eyes healthy and strong and eliminate the
need for glasses.

magic eyes

Leo Angart runs workshops all over the world, helping people to regain their natural
vision and throw away their glasses for good. He has encountered an increasing number
of children whose eyesight was being adversely affected by their glasses, who didn’t
understand their diagnosis or what to do about it or who didn’t really need glasses at all.
In Magic Eyes, Leo shares his experience and explains what you can do to help transform
your child’s eyesight, eliminating the need for glasses. Magic Eyes demystifies common
eye conditions, explains the causes of these issues and suggests simple solutions you
can try at home. Case studies, diagrams and step-by-step exercises will show you how
your child can perfect their vision.

Leo Angart is a business consultant, author and trainer. Having worn
glasses for more than 25 years he speaks from personal experience. It
has now been more than 20 years since he threw away his glasses.

Also by Leo Angart
Read Again Without Glasses
see page 15
978-184590891-1
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Improve Your Eyesight Naturally
see page 15
978-184590801-0

new releases

978-184590959-8
£12.99
148 x 180mm
140 pages (est)

pb • ebook
(t)
29/05/2015
VF Family Health

Girl Bullying
Do I LOok
Bothered

Dr Sam

Helping teachers refresh their thinking

crownhouse.co.uk

Dr Sam

The world of modern day girl bullying is multi-faceted, complex and something every
school, youth worker and parent wants to overcome. Girl Bullying takes a detailled
look at these complexities, together with both pro-active and reactive strategies for
intervening, managing and teasing out the intricacies that are present when girls bully,
and fall prey to those bullies. The aim is to help adults working with girls develop a
toolbox of strategies and understanding that can help to provide bespoke approaches.
Dealing with these issues takes time and patience, trust and knowledge of those
involved and most of all it takes a willingness to appreciate the world around girls today.
Written by an expert child psychologist, Girl Bullying aims to increase understanding
of the fall out, psychological impact and support strategies for both victims and
perpetrators of bullying.
Bullying can have a detrimental effect on the academic attainment, self-esteem and
day-to-day lives of all the individuals involved. Healthier coping strategies are life skills
that help us all to function effectively not just in a school environment, but throughout
later life. This is essential reading for anyone working with girls aged 5–16 who wants to
facilitate pro-active and pro-social skill foundations.

?

The Osiris Educational Series

Girl Bullying

Dr Sam is a child psychologist with extensive experience of working
closely on government policy, school approaches to bullying and
anti-bullying strategies in over 3000 schools. She has also worked
with many of the country’s leading children’s charities on welfare and
safeguarding research, supported young people in court and run private
child behaviour clinics in the UK, including London’s Harley Street,
working with children, young people and their families.

978-184590953-6
£12.99
140 x 180mm
200 pages (est)

new releases

pb • ebook
(p)
31/08/2015

JN education JNHB bullying and anti
bullying strategies
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You: Rebranded

you: rebranded

be seen, be heard, get noticed

Richie Manu
Packed with road tested advice, interviews with industry experts and signposts to
further reading, You:Rebranded will change the way you brand yourself.
Throughout your career, change is inevitable. As your roles, responsibilities and
challenges change, so must you. It is essential that you rebrand and reinvent yourself to
adapt to new environments in order to embrace challenges, targets and prospects.
You:Rebranded takes a sideways but forward-thinking look at the changing landscape of
work, exploring unconventional thinking, practice and creative strategies to help make
yourself stand out, be distinctive and equipped for change.

be seen · be heard · get noticed

Whether you are at the start of your career; an entrepreneur developing new business
ideas; or an experienced professional seeking career progression, you will find tools that
will enable you to think and act differently and future-proof your skills.
Rethink • React • Rebrand
“Elucidating, provocative, useful – a powerful roadmap for defining your brand,
developing your own voice and standing out amid the crowd. Well-researched, engaging
and eminently practical, this is fantastic for anyone wishing to redefine and propel
themselves forward, at any stage of their life or career.”
Nathalie Nahai, The Web Psychologist and author of Webs of Influence
Richie Manu is an award winning lecturer, designer and creative
mentor. With a background in design, branding and communications,
he specialises in personal, professional and business development,
working with individuals and organisations from all over the world to
achieve targets and develop. He is a Fellow of the Higher Education
Academy and has taught at the London College of Fashion and on the
International Design Camp Programme in Hong Kong, as well as holding
several senior lecturing posts at Central Saint Martins in London.
richiemanu.com

978-178135138-3
£20.00
200 x 200 mm
176 pages
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JNR - Careers Guidance

Capturing the Moment

Single session therapy and walk-in services

Edited by
Michael F. Hoyt, PhD and Moshe Talmon, PhD

Capturing
Moment

the

Single session therapy
and walk-in services

With contributions from over twenty experts including Ernest Rossi, Steve Andreas,
Dawson Church, Chris Iveson, Douglas Flemons, James Gustafson, Rubin Battino,
Bradford Keeney, Jeffrey Young, Arnold Slive, Monte Bobele, Michele Ritterman,
Moshe Talmon and Michael Hoyt.

crownhouse.co.uk

Edited by Michael F. Hoyt, PhD and Moshe Talmon, PhD
Can one session of therapy be enough for some people? The answer, is most definitely,
yes. This volume brings together the latest information on single session therapy
and walk-in services. It describes what can sometimes be accomplished in one visit,
whether client and clinician set out in advance to have a single session therapy (SST)
or if the therapy could have gone on longer but client and clinician feel the one session
was all that was needed.
Capturing the Moment starts with an extensive overview of the field and includes
contributions from over twenty experts who have practised single session therapy. It
describes the history, theory, utility and practice (clinical and administrative) of single
session and walk-in therapy. In keeping with the international scope of SST and walk-in
services, it also contains reports from the United States, Canada, Israel, Australia,
England, Mexico and China. Each chapter stands alone with its contribution and the
reader is able to choose those sections that are most relevant to their practice.

Michael F. Hoyt, PhD (Yale ’76), is a psychologist based in Mill Valley, California. An
internationally recognized teacher and supervisor, he has received numerous honors
and awards. His publications include Some Stories Are Better than Others, The Present
is a Gift, Brief Psychotherapies: Principles and Practices, The Handbook of Constructive
Therapies, and Therapist Stories of Inspiration, Passion, and Renewal: What’s Love Got to Do
with It?
Moshe Talmon, PhD (University of Pennsylvania ’82), is a psychologist based in Israel
where he is a Senior Lecturer at Tel Aviv Academic College. He is the founder and
Director of the International Center for SST and teaches and supervises worldwide.
He is the author of the bestselling Single Session Therapy: Maximizing the Effect of
the First (and Often Only) Therapeutic Encounter, as well as the follow-up books Single
Session Solutions and (in Hebrew) Worthwhile for Every Soul: The Brief Way to an Effective
Psychotherapy.

978-184590893-5
£39.50
234 x 156mm
544 pages

new releases

hb
(p)
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When All Else Fails

Some New and Some Old Tools for Doing Brief Therapy

Rubin Battino MS
Rubin Battino has been presenting professional workshops on the art of very brief
therapy for a number of years. He defines very brief therapy as seeing clients only once
or twice, with any additional sessions being the client’s choice. In this new book the
emphasis is on the many approaches that can be used as rapid and effective methods
for working with clients. The author feels that the essence of brief therapy is the
expectation of the therapist (which is transmitted to the client one way or another)
that only a few sessions will be needed to resolve the client’s concerns realistically and
satisfactorily.

When All Else Fails

The book addresses both new and old ways of doing brief therapy, including:
expectation; the power of pauses; chatting as therapy; poetry; healing language; touch;
laughter; Provocative Therapy and Hypnosis. The last is an important part, both directly
or indirectly, of all of the methods discussed. Whenever a client ‘goes inside’ during a
session, they are effectively in a trance state.
“Another excellent, and sometimes provocative book from Rubin Battino that
refreshingly embraces the current move towards pluralism in therapy.”
Peter Mabbutt FBSCH, Director of Studies, London College of Clinical Hypnosis,
Vice President, British Society of Clinical Hypnosis

Also by Rubin Battino MS
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Coping
see page 59
978-189983668-0

Guided Imagery
see page 61
978-184590038-0

Expectation
see page 59
978-184590028-1

Metaphoria
see page 61
978-190442492-5

Ericksonian
Approaches
see page 41
978-190442491-8

new releases

Rubin Battino MS has a private practice in Yellow Springs, Ohio. He
is an Adjunct Professor for the Department of Human Services at
Wright State University, and has over twenty five years of experience
as a facilitator of a support group for people who have life-challenging
diseases and for caregivers. He is a Fellow of the National Council for
Hypnotherapy (UK) and also a Fellow of two chemistry societies.

978-184590894-2
£18.99
234 x 156mm
200 pages

pb • ebook
(p)
MMJT - Psychotherapy

52 New Things

The least famous Nick J. Thorpe in the world and his journey to conquer
the boredom of modern life

Nick J. Thorpe
When was the last time you tried something new?
Be honest. It’s probably a long time ago. From ordering your favourite dishes in
restaurants to buying the same brand of breakfast cereal to wearing your favourite
pants, we have become monotonous creatures of habit.
But what if there’s more to life than the daily grind? And what if you don’t have to be
rich, famous or even popular to find it?
52 New Things is about one man’s journey to show the world that there’s more to
modern life than work, pants and X Factor, and how his project inspired a global
movement. As well as his 52 new activities, Thorpe explores the dizzy array of
opportunities that modern life offers with a guiding hand that is both motivational
and hilarious.
“Nick J. Thorpe gives new meaning to the idea that one should go everywhere and do
everything. An inspiring read.”
Lotte Jeffs, Features Editor, ES
“Nick’s 52 New Things is a blast, and the adventure many of us dream of having. Ideal
for anyone stuck at a desk job and dreaming of breaking a world record or recording a
Christmas single, 52 New Things is a tonic. ”
Harry Wallop, Writer (Telegraph), Journalist & Author
Nick J. Thorpe is a journalist, writer and editor. As well as trying new
things for a year he has driven a black cab to Mongolia and undertaken a
motorcycle tour of Java. He is still trying new things.

978-178135133-8
£9.99
130 x 198mm
256 pages

crownhouse.co.uk
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pb • ebook
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Laughology

Improve your life with the science of laughter

Stephanie Davies
Laughology is a practical guide to using laughter and humour to make you feel better
and enable you to communicate more effectively. It explains simple techniques that
will improve your ability to gain a more positive perspective in difficult situations and
increase your happiness by adopting the techniques from the Laughology model.

IMPROVE YOUR LIFE WITH

You will learn:

THE SCIENCE OF LAUGHTER

• The science behind humour and laughter
• The psychology of why we laugh
• How to think differently using humour
• How to harness positive emotions and feel better
• More effective communication and decision making
“Stephanie Davies certainly shows us how we take life much too seriously and how if we
can take things with a bit more humour we would be much happier and more relaxed.
It’s worth picking up and reading to get a better perspective on life and laughter.”
Terri Bodell, Deputy Chair, NACHP
“It reads really well - it is clear and simple to use and the experiences referred to really
help to bring the book alive. It brings positivity and colour into a person’s life!”
Yvonne Flynn, Modern Matron in a forensic medium secure mental health service

STEPHANIE DAVIES

Stephanie Davies is recognised as one of the UK’s leading voices in the psychology of
laughter and humour. She has over ten years’ experience of developing interventions
that have been applied in a wide variety of settings, dealing with complex public and
mental health issues and building teams in high profile organisations. She is an awardwinning stand up comedian who has worked with world-renowned Dr Patch Adams
exploring the relationship between health, humour, community and the arts.

978-184590792-1
£12.99
135 x 216mm
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160 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Kick the Drink… Easily!
from number one bestselling author

Jason Vale

KicK
The
DrinK…
easily!
Jason Vale’s
approach works

Jason Vale
There is no such thing as an alcoholic and there is no such disease as alcoholism! (as
society understands it).
Whether you agree with this statement or not, one thing is for sure, you will never
see alcohol in the same light ever again after reading this book. Jason Vale takes an
honest and hard hitting look at people’s conceptions of our most widely consumed
drug. Jason’s major argument is there is no such thing as an ‘alcoholic’ and that we are
conditioned to accept alcohol as a ‘normal’ substance in today’s society despite the fact
that it is the major cause of many of today’s social problems and a wide range of health
issues.
This book is much more than a simple eye opener. It will:
•

change the way you see alcohol forever

•

show you how to stop drinking

•

help you enjoy the process and enjoy your life so much more than you do now
without having to drink alcohol

So open your mind and take a journey with Jason to explore the myths about the most
used and accepted drug addiction in the world!
“Common sense, easy and IT WORKS!” Beverley Knight

the mail
Jason Vale is the best-selling author of ten books on health, addiction and juicing.
His books have been translated into many languages and he regularly appears on
television, radio and in the press.

978-184590390-9
£9.99
183 x 132mm

crownhouse.co.uk
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320 pages
pb • ebook
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The Funky Fresh Juice Book
Jason Vale
Juice Master to the stars and number 1 best-selling author Jason Vale has squeezed
over 100 funky ‘n’ fresh juice and smoothie recipes into this visually stunning book.
There’s something for Gym Bunnies and a Kids Corner, as well as a Dr Juice section
covering various health conditions and giving specific juices and smoothies for high
blood pressure, asthma, hay fever, psoriasis, arthritis, diabetes, digestion and many,
many more. It also includes a special ‘Celebrity Juice’ section, with juice and smoothie
concoctions from Katie Price, Beverley Knight and other ‘celebrity juicers’.
Warm up your juicer, dust off your blender and brace your taste buds for the most
mouth-wateringly tantalizing fruit and veggie fusions ever created.
“The Jamie Oliver of Juice” OK Magazine

Passion, Pineapple,
Banana & a Juicy
Squeeze of Lime

Let's Get Passionate

978-095476641-2
£24.99
254 x 196 mm
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256 pages
full colour hb • ebook
(t)

Read again without glasses
Leo Angart

read again
without glasses

In this follow up to Improve Your Eyesight Naturally, Leo
concentrates on curing presbyopia, the inability to focus
on near objects. He explains what presbyopia is and how
you can tone your eye muscles, release tension and build
up energy in order to regain your natural eyesight. Vision
Training is based on the presupposition that clear vision is
a natural state and you can achieve natural clear vision via
simple exercises. There are three main principles involved
in Vision Training:
• Belief and emotions - believing that it is possible for you
to have control over your eyes and restore your vision
to normal
• Physical training of the eye muscles - when you wear
glasses your eyes will automatically adjust to the lenses
you wear
• Relaxation - natural clear eyesight is effortless. Many of
our vision problems are due to functional factors such
as constant focus on near work. To regain natural clear
vision you need to learn to relax your eyes.
Exercise or relaxation alone will have an effect but the real
progress comes when all three of the above principles are
used together.
The book includes simple vision tests and a DVD that
includes instructions and demonstrations.
Leo Angart is a business consultant, author and trainer.
Having worn glasses for more than 25 years he speaks
from personal experience. It has now been more than 20
years since he threw away his glasses.

978-184590891-1
£12.99
148 x 180mm

crownhouse.co.uk

140 pages
pb + DVD • ebook
(t)

health & wellbeing

Improve your eyesight
naturally
See results quickly

Leo Angart
Details strategies designed to improve
your eyesight by literally exercising your
ability to see. Leo’s approach is very
specific and targets each degree of vision
problem. He explains how you can tone
your eye muscles, release tension and
build up energy in order to regain your
natural eyesight. He also includes simple
vision tests that you can use yourself to
verify your level of vision and monitor
your improvements.

978-184590801-0
£16.99
182 x 222mm
256 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Behind With The Laundry and
Living off Chocolate

Life Changing Strategies for Busy Women

Lynette Allen

978-190442439-0
£9.99
195 x 156mm
208 pages
pb + CD • ebook
(t)

Bliss

Coach Yourself to Feel Great

Amanda Lowe

101 Days to Make a Change

Daily strategies to move from knowing to being

Roy Leighton, Emma Kilbey and Kristina
Bill
101 Days To Make a Change is a constructive and
compassionate companion that will help get you back
in the driving seat of your life. Its expansive ideology
is grounded in an achievable process with a realistic
timeframe to help chart progress and acknowledge
results.

978-184590678-8
£9.99
135 x 216mm
288 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Why Do I Keep Doing This!!?

End Bad Habits, Negativity and Stress with
Self-Hypnosis and NLP

Judith E. Pearson, PhD
Hypnosis relaxes and quietens the mind. NLP is the one
psychological approach that spells out those strategies
step-by-step. This book explains how the concepts and
mechanisms of hypnosis and the principles of NLP make
for effective approaches to self-hypnosis.

978-184590732-7
£16.99
234 x 156mm
288 pages
pb + CD • ebook
(p)

health & wellbeing

978-190442418-5
£9.99
198 x 129mm
272 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Thinking Sexy

Unlocking the Secrets of Sensual Desire

Amanda Lowe

978-190442480-2
£8.99
195 x 156mm
192 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Get off the sofa

Imperfectly Natural
Woman

A prescription for a healthier
life

Getting life right the natural way

Dr Andrew Curran, the
wellness doctor

Janey Lee Grace

If the closest you’ve ever come to natural living is choosing the ‘light’ version of
mayonnaise – this book is for you.
Exploring different organs and parts of the body, Dr Andrew Curran explains how each
part of the body functions, how to look after them, and how to wreck them. His advice
on how to look after your body is surprisingly simple. The facts about what will happen
if we continue to wreck our health are horrifying.
“This book reflects the way I do things; straight to the point and no wasted words!
Required reading for all ages and teenagers, before any negative health habits are
formed. Really easy to understand and apply.”
Michael Finnigan, Advisor to David Moyes, and Author of They Did You Can
“Bloody hell this is good - for all you Jims out there - get off your arse and do something
about it!.”
Ricky Tomlinson

978-184590445-6
£12.99
182 x 222mm

crownhouse.co.uk

152 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

If the only recycling you’ve ever done is chucking your wine bottles into the car park’s
bottle bin just to rejoice in the crashing sound – it’s still for you.
Through her best-selling books, seminars, and numerous TV and Radio appearances,
Janey Lee Grace has established her position as a representative and media
spokesperson for the Organic and Natural Health world. She is known to over 8 million
listeners daily via BBC Radio 2, and she has been voted No 1 personality in the 2013 and
2014 Natural Beauty Yearbook. janeyleegrace.com

978-190442489-5
£17.99
182 x 222mm

256 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Imperfectly Natural
Woman –
the pocket book

978-184590140-0
£8.99
176 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Janey Lee Grace

health & wellbeing

amazon.co.uk
number 1
best seller
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Instant Relaxation
Debra Lederer and
L. Michael Hall PhD
978-189983636-9
£12.99
136 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

I Have a Voice

Still - In The Storm

How to Stop Stuttering

How to Manage Your Stress and Achieve
Balance in Life

Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin

Dr Ann Williamson

In this book the author details a completely new
approach to treating stuttering. It both explains the
structure of stuttering and blocking and provides
cognitive tools for gaining more fluency. From
identifying the origins of stuttering, through teaching
how to think differently to working with stress, the
author provides a unique approach to achieving more
fluency.

Why use this particular book to beat stress?

“… offers a great collection of tools and ideas from NLP
and elsewhere for finding fluency. It’s simply the best
answer to stuttering around today.”
Judy Apps, author of Voice of Influence

978-184590727-3
£16.99
152 x 229mm
208 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Simple. It presents a useable and accessible programme
of exercises that offer long-term stress solutions. It
identifies and explains the most empowering, enjoyable
and effective stress-relieving techniques, including
hypnosis, cognitive strategy, visualisation, time
management, relaxation, exercise and positive mental
rehearsal.

Smoke-Free & No Buts!
Dr Geoff Ibbotson and
Dr Ann Williamson
978-189983620-8
£5.99
88 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Bi-Polar Girl

An Irreverent Look at Bipolar Disorder

Gabrielle Blackman-Sheppard
Illustrated by Greg Blackman
Edited by Ian Gilbert

978-184590118-9
£6.99
210 x 148mm
80 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

health & wellbeing

978-184590446-3
£12.99
184 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

John Lentz Relaxation Techniques CDs enable listeners to relax and use more of their own internal resources to improve their lives. By learning and applying new relaxation techniques
in your life you will also be calmer, more confident and effective. The CDs are most effective if played repeatedly for a week or two, and then periodically once or twice a month for
a few months. John D. Lentz, D.Min, is both a licensed therapist and an ordained minister in Hardin County, Kentucky. His ministry includes directing the Ericksonian Institute of
Jeffersonville, Indiana, where he practises marriage and family therapy and teaches hypnosis for use in clinical settings.

All: £12.99 each audio CD (p)

Relaxation
Techniques for
Cooling Anger

This CD will help you calm
down enough to repair
marriages, avoid road rage
and, in general, become
proud of how well you can
manage yourself even in the face of angry situations. It is
designed to deepen the awareness of your strengths so
you can recognize them more easily – one of the keys to
controlling anger.

978-193581010-0

31 mins

Relaxation
Techniques for
Healing Migraine
Headaches

Learning the relaxation
techniques on this CD, which
are designed especially
for headaches, will help reduce or eliminate migraine
headaches completely. The secret is to relax in such a
way as to prevent the onset of migraines. Consequently
it is recommended that you listen to this CD during
times when you are free from a headache.

978-193581011-7

crownhouse.co.uk

43 mins

Relaxation
Techniques
for Healing
Allergies

By relaxing the body’s
response to allergens you
can reduce the overall
negative effects of the exposure to an allergy. Many
studies have shown the effectiveness of this approach
and it has also been demonstrated clinically by people
who used these techniques to reduce their symptoms.

978-193581008-7

When normal sleep patterns
have been interrupted,
learning to relax in some
deeper ways can assist in breaking negative patterns
and re-establishing the natural sleep that your body
was designed for. This CD has been shown to help
individuals reclaim natural and normal sleep after bouts
of insomnia.

27 mins

Relaxation
Techniques for
Healing from
Trauma

Traumas such as car
crashes, accidents, sexual
abuse, physical abuse and
illness, whether physical or emotional, tend to cause a
person to blame themselves, no matter how innocent
they actually are. This CD is designed to help you relax
and let go of unwanted fears and/or blame as well as
the resulting self destructive behaviours that can follow
traumatic events years later.

978-193581013-1

Relaxation
Techniques
for Reclaiming
Natural Sleep

978-193581009-4

40 mins

Relaxation
Techniques
for Relieving
Loneliness

Designed to teach and
evoke relaxation in order
to eliminate the sting of
loneliness so that you can make better decisions that
will result in positive relationships and allow you to feel
better while doing it. This CD has been shown to be very
successful in helping people set aside loneliness, get on
with life and to make new friends and relationships.

30 mins

health & wellbeing

978-193581012-4

32 mins
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Performance Coaching

The Business Coaching Handbook

Angus McLeod PhD

Curly Martin

Fast, accessible and clearly written, Performance
Coaching is comprehensive and rich in real examples
of real executives achieving real success in real-life
situations. Even experienced coaches will find key tips
and tools that will enhance their performance.

Reveals what business coaching is, how to assess the
shape of your business and what you need to do to
grow a successful business. Compiled for business
entrepreneurs who have recently achieved the first goal
of getting the enterprise up and running or, have been
operating their own business and now want to take it to
the next level.

The Handbook for Managers, HR Professionals
and Coaches

Everything You Need To Be Your Own Business
Coach

Professor Angus McLeod is pre-eminent in coaching
technology and practice. His company Angus McLeod
Associates teaches coaching-skills for managers,
leadership and management development, ‘learning
journeys’ and e-learning solutions.

978-190442405-5
£18.99
234 x 156mm
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312 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

978-184590060-1
£16.99
234 x 154mm

business, training and development

248 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Sex, Leadership and Rock’n’Roll

Leadership Lessons from the Academy of Rock

Peter Cook
At last, a book that cuts through the jargon of leadership
and personal development. Sex, Leadership and
Rock’n’Roll will inspire and provoke your thinking in areas
such as relationships, motivation, leadership and high
voltage performance.

Peter Cook leads Human Dynamics and the Academy
of Rock - Creative management consulting and
keynote business speaking, serving top businesses and
organisations in the world, such as Pfizer, Unilever, The
United Nations, Ashridge Business School and Johnson
and Johnson.

978-184590016-8
£12.99
234 x 156mm

224 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

rEvolution

The Trainer’s Toolkit

58½ Ways to Improvise in Training

Bill Lucas

Kimberley Hare and
Larry Reynolds

Paul Z. Jackson

How to Thrive in Crazy Times
In rEvolution, best-selling author Bill Lucas suggests
some of the ways we can all succeed in today’s complex
world. 150 years after Charles Darwin invented the
concept of natural selection, Bill argues that the rules
of evolution are changing. To thrive in our current crazy
world we need a new kind of “mind-ware”.

Bill Lucas is Co-Director of the Centre for Real-World
Learning at the University of Winchester. Bill is also
Chairman of the publishing and training company TLO
Ltd, Chairman of the UK’s Talent Foundation, a trustee of
the English project, and a patron, with Philip Pullman, of
Pegasus Theatre, Oxford.

978-184590129-5
£12.99
198 x 129mm

crownhouse.co.uk

256 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Bringing Brain-Friendly Learning to Life

This practical resource provides a blueprint for a new
generation of Accelerated Learning methods, offering
a clear explanation of the theory behind Brain-Friendly
Learning from the inside out. You’ll also discover a
concise guide to Brain-Friendly training design along
with tools to help you create new training events or
make-over existing ones.
Kimberley Hare’s focus is on helping individuals, teams
and organisations to create the future they want.
Larry Reynolds is the principal consultant at 21st
Century Leader and has twenty years’ experience of
developing leaders and trainers in a wide range of
organisations.

978-190442423-9
£24.99
297 x 210mm

224 pages
pb
(t)

Improvisation Games and Activities for
Workshops, Courses and Team Meetings

Whether you are running a training session, workshop
or a team meeting, this varied collection of games
and activities will help you create an environment of
improvisation and experiment.

Paul Z Jackson is an independent training consultant
with a wide spectrum of clients in both the private and
public sectors. He has worked as a print journalist,
senior producer for BBC Radio Four, lecturer at Bath Spa
University College and teacher at the London Actors
Centre.

978-190442414-7
£18.99
237 x 187mm

business, training and development

176 pages
pb
(t)
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Change Management
Excellence
Putting NLP to Work

Martin Roberts PhD

Communication
Excellence

Using NLP to Supercharge Your
Business Skills

Ian R. McLaren

Me, Myself, My Team Revised Edition
How to Become an Effective
Team Player Using NLP

Angus McLeod PhD

Consult Yourself

22

NLP Live (DVD)

978-189983639-0
£12.99
240 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Games Business
Experts Play

978-184590034-2
£12.99
168 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Mastering, Mentoring
and Coaching with
Emotional Intelligence

The Customer is Bothering Me,
The Client is Bothering Me, The
Patient is Bothering Me,

978-184590735-8
£19.99 inc VAT
DVD PAL version
(p)

Shelle Rose Charvet

Winning at the games of
Business

L. Michael Hall PhD

Increase Your Job EQ

978-189983672-7
£25.00
304 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

978-190442408-6
£19.99
248 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Patrick E Merlevede and
Denis Bridoux

The NLP Guide to Being a
Management Consultant

Carol Harris

978-190442467-3
£12.99
297 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

978-190442482-6
£16.99
400 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

business, training and development

Solution States

A Course in Solving Problems in
Business with the Power of NLP

Sid Jacobson

978-189983603-1
£16.99
272 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Coaching Supervision at its B.E.S.T.
Jackie Arnold

Jackie Arnold

Coaching
Supervision
at its
BEST
Build

Engage

Support

Trust

Coaching Supervision at its B.E.S.T. contains clear strategies and real life case studies and
can be used in any setting where there is a need for effective and efficient coaching
supervision. The specific clean questioning technique allows the supervisor to remove
assumptions and have an insightful and eagle eyed view of the whole supervision
spectrum. The book closely follows the requirements for the Institute of Leadership
and Management (ILM) Level 7 Masters level qualification in Coaching Supervision.
The key topics covered include:
• The principles and practice of coaching supervision in organisations using clean
language and clean space
• The supervisee
• Supervision methods
• The internal versus external supervisor
• Supervision quality assurance and review
• Supervision scenarios
This practical guide can be used by leaders, coaches and supervisors in business,
education, health and public services. It is highly recommended for ILM 7 Supervision
Qualification Candidates at ILM Centres all over the UK and EU.
“A fresh perspective on supervision drawing on clean language and a wide range of
techniques including NLP and psychology. ”
Prof. Jonathan Passmore
Jackie Arnold is a former board member of the UK ICF. She is also an associate coach/
consultant for Notion & the Leadership Foundation for Higher Education, delivering
executive coaching programmes and consulting on building a coaching culture. She
uses Clean Language Methodology as a Coach Supervisor and is Ambassador for CSA
and The Association Of Coaching Supervisors.

978-184590862-1
£9.99
148 x 180 mm

crownhouse.co.uk

208 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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The Five-Minute Coach

How to coach a woman
– a practitioner’s manual

Improve performance - rapidly

Lynne Cooper and Mariette
Castellino

A refreshingly different guide
to becoming an ethical and
responsible coach

Lynette Allen and Meg Reid

The Five-Minute Coach offers a simple but very effective, step by step guide to coaching
quickly and effortlessly with amazing results. Short, punchy and easy to read, the user
can swiftly learn this innovative tool for improving performance.
Designed for leaders, managers and supervisors in any setting, this groundbreaking
approach to coaching on the job will improve job performance and satisfaction for the
manager and team member alike.
“A ‘must read’ for leaders at all levels across all sectors. The way the topic is handled
has really made me re-look at the way I coach members of my team.”
Douglas Waddell, Operations Director, Hand Picked Hotels Ltd
Lynne Cooper is an accredited coach and coach supervisor working with individuals,
teams and organisations. She is also the author of Business NLP for Dummies.
Mariette Castellino is a coach, team coach and facilitator in the public, private and
voluntary sectors and is one of the pioneers of the application of Clean Language and
Symbolic Modelling in organisations.

978-184590800-3
£14.99
234 x 156mm

240 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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The only guide a coach for women will ever need. Lynette Allen and Meg Reid between
them have more than 20 years’ experience of coaching women from every walk of life,
on just about every topic you can imagine. They’ve been successfully training coaches
too and have poured everything they know into this unique book. Discover their secrets,
tips, techniques, exercises and tools.
“An original, simple, yet highly effective approach to achieving change at an individual
level or within a group, and in diverse situations.”
Michèle Moore, Head of People Development, Elior UK

Lynette Allen is a professional coach, author, speaker and broadcaster.
Meg Reid is the UK’s leading specialist in coaching women who want to bridge a gap in
their lives. She works with American women re-locating to England, women in mid-life
and women in supportive organisational roles in universities.

978-184590676-4
£29.50
182 x 222mm

256 pages
pb + CD-Rom • ebook
(p)

The Personal Success Handbook
Everything You Need to be Successful

Curly Martin
Building on the success of the best-selling The Life Coaching Handbook and The Business
Coaching Handbook comes The Personal Success Handbook.
We are all different and success means different things to different people. This book,
aimed at the individual, leads readers on a journey to define success. Once defined, the
author then encourages us to look at ways to be successful in many different elements
of life.
Chapters include:
• health

• careers

• wealth

• spirituality

• happiness

• relationships

• leadership

• emotions and many more

• entrepreneurship
The Personal Success Handbook gives the reader the techniques, methodologies, tips,
ideas, inspiration and practical guidance needed for success.

Also by Curly Martin
The Life Coaching Handbook
see page 29
978-189983671-0
The Life Coaching Handbook - 2CD
Audiobook see page 29
978-190442469-7

crownhouse.co.uk

The Business Coaching Handbook
see page 20
978-184590060-1

Curly Martin is the trail blazing author of the international groundbreaking bestseller The Life Coaching Handbook. She has also written
or co-written over 30 books and articles on coaching. Curly is a Fellow
member and the International Head of Ethics and Standards of The
International Institute of Coaching & Mentoring, which means she has
met their highest robust criteria.
She founded Achievement Specialists Limited, an internationally accredited life coach
training company, in 1997 (incorporated 2004) using her 25+ years experience as a
business coach, mentor and trainer.

978-184590090-8
£16.99
234 x 156mm

personal coaching

280 pages
pb • ebook
(t)
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Voice of Influence

Butterflies and Sweaty
Palms

How to get people to love to listen
to you

25 sure-fire ways to speak and
present with confidence

Judy Apps

Judy Apps

Judy Apps has spent many years
unravelling the secrets of how great
leaders inspire others, and now runs
open creative programs and coaches
leaders in major corporations in voice
and communication.
judyapps.co.uk
Do you carry a lucky talisman in your pocket to give yourself courage before a big event
because you suffer intolerably from performance nerves? Following the exercises in this
book will enable you to perform with passion and determination to wow your audience.
How many times have you picked up a self-help book and thought, ‘It’s all very well
but it won’t work for me’? This time the book meets you where you are and helps you
succeed by approaching the problem on many different levels.

This inspiring book by leading voice coach Judy Apps shows you how to awaken the
energy of your authentic voice to speak from head, heart, gut and soul. Bringing
together knowledge from voice training, NLP, Aikido, Alexander Technique,
Bioenergetics, Feldenkrais and other mind-body work, Voice of Influence gives you the
means to reach people at a deeper level where you’ll motivate and inspire. Through this
journey of discovery, you will literally ‘find your own voice’ in all senses of the phrase.

“If you’ve ever faced the fear of public speaking, this brilliant book is essential reading!
Judy Apps provides super strategies for becoming a confident communicator. Her easyto-learn and thorough approach tackles every aspect of speaking with great examples,
stories and exercises.”
Arielle Essex, author of Compassionate Coaching

“… a fascinating mind-body approach to finding your authentic voice and expressing
yourself with integrity, presence and passion.”
Judith Lowe, NLP Trainer, PPD Learning Ltd

“No matter how bad things may seem this invaluable book will give you all the tools you
need to become a confident and engaging speaker.”
Carol Newland, NLP Coach and Trainer

978-184590736-5
£16.99
234 x 156mm
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160 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

personal coaching

“Should be on the reading list of anyone who wants to learn how to communicate
more effectively and how to be more authentic and charismatic in putting across their
messages.”
Celia Morris, Training & Development Manager, Railways Mott MacDonald Ltd

978-184590288-9
£16.99
234 x 156mm

240 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Pocket Life
Coach

Coach Yourself to
Health and Happiness

Pete Chapman

This is Pete’s simple guide
and recipe for optimum
health and happiness that
anyone can understand
and relate to. Your very
own life coach to help you
rediscover the healthiest,
most productive and
positive you.

Is Your Boss Mad?

The definitive guide to coping with your boss

Jill Walker
This is a book written with a passion born of experience.
The author sincerely wishes to empower employees
who, despite the plethora of management gurus and
training courses, can be manipulated and are seemingly
powerless at the hands of their desperately inadequate
managers.

978-184590039-7
£12.99
210 x 148mm

crownhouse.co.uk

234 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Finding Square Holes

Discover who you really are and find the
perfect career

978-184590071-7
£12.99
210 x 148mm

Anita Houghton

Sack Your Boss!

If you’re in a fix in your career, trying to decide what to
do or just disgruntled with your current job, this is the
book for you. Starting with the premise that you can’t
achieve happiness in anything if you don’t know what
you want in life, the book uses an engaging approach to
take you on a journey of self-discovery.

978-190442484-0
£14.99
234 x 156mm

256 pages
pb • ebook
(t)
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144 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Quit your job and turn
your passion into your
profession

Jonathan Jay

Have you ever dreamt of
turning the tables and
sacking your boss? What
you need is the low down
on exactly how to do it from someone who’s done
it. This book will make you
unstoppable.

978-184590002-1
£12.99
230 x 156mm

158 pages
pb • ebook
(t)
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Behind with the Mortgage and
Living off Plastic
Charge up your life, not your credit card

Lynette Allen

978-190442495-6
£9.99
195 x 156mm
256 pages
pb + CD • ebook
(t)

Be the Life and Soul of the
Party
Socialising for Success

Clare Walker

The Miracle Question

Warriors, Settlers and Nomads

Linda Metcalf PhD

Terence Watts

Answer It and Change Your Life
A step-by-step approach for people who feel ‘stuck’
and overwhelmed by their lives. It offers methods for
tapping into ‘exceptions’: the ‘good’ they’ve learned from
past experiences but have perhaps forgotten about, or
situations that went well for them in the past, but over
time got pushed aside.

978-184590040-3
£12.99
234 x 156mm
160 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Discovering Who We Are & What We Can Be
Based upon the concept of evolutionary psychology,
this is a guide to self-discovery and self-liberation.
Warriors, Settlers & Nomads utilises powerful hypnosis
and visualisation techniques in a programme designed
to release our hidden potential.

978-190442499-4
£9.99
216 x 138mm
176 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Letting Go of the Glitz

The True Story of One Woman’s Struggle
to Live the Simple Life in Chelsea
978-189983648-2
£16.99
234 x 154mm
240 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

personal coaching

Julia Stephenson
978-184590142-4
£8.99
198 x 126mm
240 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Life Coaching

A Manual for Helping Professionals

Dave Ellis
Life coaching is not therapy but many of the qualities
that therapists possess, and the techniques they use,
naturally lend themselves to a life coaching approach.
Advocating a more direct approach than most life
coaching books, this book will naturally appeal
to therapists and counsellors used to conducting
therapeutic interventions.
Dave Ellis is a leadership and life coach, author, educator
and philanthropist. His first book Becoming a Master
Student, currently in its thirteenth edition, continues to
be the best-selling college textbook in America for over
20 years. In addition to this book, he has authored and
co-authored seven others.

978-190442494-9
£18.99
234 x 156mm

crownhouse.co.uk

240 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Life Coaching Handbook

Everything You Need To Be An Effective Life
Coach

Curly Martin
This complete guide to life coaching reveals what life
coaching IS, how to coach yourself and others effectively
and how to create and sustain a successful coaching
practice.

The Life Coaching Handbook
– 2 CD Audiobook

Everything You Need To Be An Effective Life
Coach

Curly Martin with Janey Lee Grace
Following the success of The Life Coaching Handbook
Curly Martin has recorded a 2 CD set to accompany the
book, narrated by BBC Radio 2’s Janey Lee Grace.

“I found this book to be well written and an absolute
must for all Life Coaches or anyone thinking of
conducting their own style of coaching or self
development. This book is on and will remain on my
recommended book list for all my students and clients.”
Brian Manship

978-189983671-0
£16.99
234 x 156mm

224 pages
pb • ebook
(t)
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978-190442469-7
£19.99 inc VAT
audio CD

2 x 60min
(t)
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Sports Hypnosis in
Practice

Scripts, Strategies and Case
Examples

Joseph Tramontana
Offers new strategies and scripts for
hypnotherapists, sports counsellors
and sports psychologists working with
athletes to help them achieve their peak
performance. A major focus of the book
is that the therapist does not necessarily
need to be familiar with the sport or
activity to serve as a ‘mental coach’ to
the athlete.

978-184590679-5
£18.99
152 x 229mm
200 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Winning the Mind Game

Golf

Sporting Excellence

John H. Edgette PsyD and
Tim Rowan MSW

Tom Saunders

Ted Garratt

Golf: Lower Your Score With Mental
Training offers a powerful strategy for
learning, playing and enjoying golf. It
will give you the tools to create peak
performance in golf and in other sports
you play.

This immensely practical and progressive
book introduces new and revolutionary
ideas for both professionals and serious
amateurs, while also being an ideal tool
for the occasional player or beginner. It
provides a practical plan for the focused
evolution of performance.

Using Hypnosis in Sport
Psychology

Hypnosis is an invaluable tool that can
quickly and effectively influence the
subconscious mind and promote lasting
change. This is an excellent resource for
anyone currently working with athletes
who wish to use hypnosis to improve
performance, as well as everyone
currently using hypnotherapy techniques
wishing to expand into sport psychology.

978-190442402-4
£18.99
234 x 156mm
176 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

sport coaching

Lower Your Score with Mental
Training

A CD of exercises accompanies the book.

978-190442453-6
£14.99
195 x 136mm
202 pages
pb + CD-ROM
(t)

Optimising Sports Performance
Using NLP

978-189983626-0
£12.99
234 x 154mm
208 pages
pb
(p)

Improve Your Writing With NLP
Judith E. Pearson PhD

Judith e. pearson, ph.D

If you are new to the game of writing, if you feel intimidated by a blank page, if you have
ever started a writing project but run out of steam, then this book is for you.
Improve Your Writing with NLP details the Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)
strategies that can transform a tentative novice writer into a passionate, productive
dynamo, adapting the resourceful states, beliefs, cognitive strategies and behaviours of
highly accomplished writers.

Improve your

wrItIng

Through the magic of NLP you will:
• discover the thinking patterns and cognitive strategies of accomplished writers
• learn the writing process from beginning to end - from romancing your idea to
ruthlessly editing and revising it

with

• learn the NLP models for creativity, tenacity and meticulous attention to detail

nLp

• learn strategies for overcoming writer’s block.
Read this book and you’ll know how to write convincingly, hypnotically and prolifically.
“To be able to write is to have a different kind of voice – one that can share a vision with
the world. Judith E. Pearson offers a means whereby pretty much anyone can find their
voice.”
Ian McDermott, Founder of International Teaching Seminars and author of numerous
bestsellers including Principles of NLP, The NLP Coach and The Coaching Bible
“Thank you, Judith, for providing such an insightful and useful how-to guide for using
NLP to improve my writing.”
Karen Moxom, Managing Director, The Association for NLP

If you long to write a book, reading Improve Your Writing with NLP can put you one giant step closer.
Bill O’Hanlon, author of Write is a Verb and Becoming a Published Therapist

Also by Judith E. Pearson PhD
The Weight, Hypnotherapy
and YOU see page 49

978-184590031-1

crownhouse.co.uk

Why Do I Keep Doing This!!?

see page 16
978-184590732-7

Judith E. Pearson is a writer with a diverse career. She is a licensed
psychotherapist, life coach, master hypnotherapist and a certified
master practitioner/trainer in Neuro-Linguistic Programming who holds
a PhD in counselling and has published more than 200 reviews and
articles on NLP, hypnotherapy and self-help.

978-184590861-4
£16.99
234 x 156mm

208 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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edited by John grinder and frank pucelik
prologue and epilogue by carmen Bostic st clair

the

Origins
Of

neurO
linguistic
prOgramming

The Origins of Neuro
Linguistic Programming

Edited by L. Michael Hall and
Shelle Rose Charvet

prologue and epilogue by
Carmen Bostic St Clair

In 1971 Richard Bandler and Frank Pucelik were students at Kresege College at the
University of California Santa Cruz. They had a strong mutual interest in Gestalt
Therapy and started a local Gestalt group, collaborating and experimenting with the
language of therapy, and achieving some brilliant results. Richard then invited one of
their college professors, John Grinder, to come and see what they were doing – John
was a professor of Linguistics and was instantly impressed. He was able to add more
structure to what they were doing and, in due course, the three of them formalized
what is now known as the Meta Model. NLP was born.
John and Frank have each contributed their own substantial chapters. John has also
written two commentaries and has been somewhat forthright in his views about how
the methods and the work of the early pioneers are not reflected in much of today’s
practice. We also have chapters from Terry McClendon, Judith Delozier, David R. Wick,
Byron Lewis, Stephen Gilligan, James Eicher and Robert Dilts.
“… devour this book , imitate the same rigorous methods that were used by the
developers, and bring this rigor to develop the next generation of NLP.”
Wyatt L. Woodsmall, PhD, NLP Master Trainer and Master Modeler
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For Challenging Times

Edited by John Grinder and
Frank Pucelik

The Origins of Neuro Linguistic Programming brings together the recollections and
thoughts of some of the main protagonists from the very early days of NLP.

978-184590858-4
£16.99
234 x 156mm

Innovations in NLP

288 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

neuro linguistic programming (nlp)

This long awaited book brings together some of the most recent innovations and
applications of the traditional NLP model. Each chapter describes a new model or
application and contains step by step instructions or a case study on how and when to
apply it. For NLP Practitioners it provides an outstanding collection of new tools and
ideas to take their practice forward.
The book also includes chapters on some of the most innovative IT projects and
communities where developments and advances continue to be made, including the
Clean Language community and the NLP Research and Recognition Project. More
than anything, this book represents a collaboration of some of the best innovators in
the field of NLP to push the boundaries of the traditional NLP model and create some
solutions for the problems created by the increasingly troubled world in which we live.
“Imagine a dream team of individuals and master NLP practitioners, each writing 1
of the very readable 23 chapters in this book. Then imagine those folks have a depth
of understanding they want to share with you. Now you have an idea of what this
book offers. It also is a handy reference that may guide the reader to become more
resourceful.”
The Milton H Erickson Foundation Newsletter, John D. Lentz D.Min. Shepherdsville

978-184590734-1
£20.00
182 x 222mm

384 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Hero’s Journey

A Voyage of Self Discovery

Stephen Gilligan and Robert Dilts
This book is about how to discover your calling and embark on the path of learning and
transformation that will reconnect you with your spirit, transform limiting beliefs and
habits, heal emotional wounds and physical symptoms, deepen intimacy, and improve
self-image and self-love. It will compel you to develop and think in new ways and push
you outside your comfort zone.

Hero’s
Journey

The

The Hero’s Journey takes the form of a transcript of a four day workshop conducted by
the authors. You will become so absorbed by the experiences of the participants that
you will feel you are actually there.
“This journey is both a challenge and a delight and I recommend it to anyone who wants
to expand their practice, their experience or their mind beyond.”
Sali Mustafic, NLP Devon, INPLTA magazine

A Voyage of Self-Discovery

Stephen Gilligan PhD and Robert Dilts were among the first group of students that
gathered around John Grinder and Richard Bandler at the foundation of NeuroLinguistic Programming at U. C. Santa Cruz in the mid 1970s. They also both had the
privilege of having Milton Erickson and Gregory Bateson as teachers and mentors.
Stephen has since become a leading figure in Ericksonian hypnotherapy and is the
developer of the Generative Self approach to personal growth. A licensed psychologist,
Stephen maintains a private practice in Encinitas, California.

Stephen Gilligan and Robert Dilts

Robert is one of the leading developers, trainers and authors in the field of NLP
worldwide. A co-founder of NLP University in Santa Cruz, California, he has
spearheaded the applications of NLP in a variety of areas including health, leadership,
innovation and education.

978-184590286-5
£22.99
234 x 156mm

crownhouse.co.uk

288 pages
hb • ebook
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Communication
Magic

Exploring the Structure
and Meaning of
Language

L. Michael Hall PhD
This thoroughly updated
and restructured work
explores the Meta-model,
which lies at the heart of
communication excellence
in NLP.

978-189983673-4
£20.00
234 x 154mm

360 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Spirit of NLP
– Revised Edition
The Process, Meaning
and Criteria for
Mastering NLP

L. Michael Hall PhD

Ideal for all those wishing
to update and expand
their understanding, or
wanting a fresh and exciting
perspective on NLP.

978-189983604-8
£20.00
234 x 154mm
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The User’s Manual For
The Brain
Volume I

The Complete Manual for
Neuro-Linguistic Programming
Practitioner Certification

Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin
and L. Michael Hall PhD
“Achieves what no other book on
NLP has, it provides a systematic,
step-by-step understanding of what
NLP is all about.”
Annette Arbel, Master Practitioner,
NLP of Gastonia

978-189983632-1
£35.00
244 x 169mm
424 pages
hb • ebook
(p)
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The User’s Manual For
The Brain
Volume II
Mastering Systemic NLP

L. Michael Hall PhD and
Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin
“… the quintessential self-study
course on advanced NLP.”
Judith E. Pearson, PhD

978-189983688-8
£35.00
244 x 169mm
480 pages
hb
(p)

The User’s Manual For
The Brain
Volume I: PowerPoint®
Overheads
Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin
and L. Michael Hall PhD
An outstanding set of PowerPoint®
overheads summarising The User’s
Manual For The Brain Volume I NLP
Practitioner Certification.

978-189983651-2
£99.99 inc VAT
CD-ROM
(p)

The NLP Cookbook

50 Life Enhancing NLP Techniques for
Coaches, Therapists and Trainers

Fran Burgess
The NLP Cookbook is a veritable smorgasbord of NLP
and related techniques gleaned from some of the
greatest names in the field and adapted to provide an
encyclopaedic resource for all therapists, coaches,
change agents or health professionals.
“Fran Burgess has created a marvelous compendium
that NLPers will want to have around as a reference for
problem-solving and generating ideas. I love this cook
book!”
Shelle Rose Charvet, author of The Customer is
Bothering Me and co-editor of Innovations in NLP

978-184590733-4
£19.99
240 x 210mm

crownhouse.co.uk

160 pages
colour pb • ebook
(p)

Magic of NLP Demystified –
Second Edition
Byron Lewis

With new and updated material this is the second
edition of a work which has long been regarded as
one of the best introductions available to NLP and, in
particular, its Language of Communication model. It
introduces the reader to a remarkable new approach to
the study of human communications and therapeutic
change.

978-184590803-4
£16.99
234 x 156mm

216 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Really Good Fun Cartoon
Book of NLP

A simple and graphic(al) explanation of the life
toolbox that is NLP

Philip Miller
The Really Good Fun Cartoon Book of NLP uses simple (non
jargon) language and amusing illustrations to get across
the principles of NLP and how people can think about
using them in their everyday lives. Knowing when and
how to dip into the NLP life skills toolbox is really useful
as is the idea that it’s all just a learning experience.

978-184590115-8
£12.99
210 x 148mm
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Understanding
NLP

The Sourcebook
of Magic –
Second Edition

Principles & Practice –
Second Edition

A Comprehensive
Guide to NLP Change
Patterns

Peter Young
This revised edition unites
the many strands of NLP
using an elegant paradigm
which Peter Young calls the
Six Perceptual Positions
model. The book provides
numerous examples of the
paradigm in practice.

Beliefs – Second Edition

Pathways to Health and Well-Being

978-190442410-9
£12.99
234 x 156mm

Robert Dilts, Tim Hallbom and Suzi Smith
BELIEFS are the foundation of everyone’s personal
outcomes. This second edition of Beliefs: Pathways to
Health & Well-Being includes new and updated material
and offers leading edge technologies that rapidly and
effectively identify and remodel limiting beliefs.

Mindworks

“The combined work of the three authors with their vast
experience will be of benefit to sufferers, carers and
professional therapists alike.”
Ursula Markham, Founder and
Principal of The Hypnothink Foundation

Mindworks shows you how
to unlock the resources,
abilities and creativity that
you already have in order to
accomplish whatever you
want to do and take control
of your life.

978-184590802-7
£16.99
234 x 156mm
256 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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L. Michael Hall PhD
with Barbara P.
Belnap MSW
You will discover afresh the
basic 77 NLP patterns for
transformational magic.

978-190442425-3
£20.00
234 x 156mm

Influencing
With Integrity –
Revised Edition

An Introduction to
NLP

Anné Linden with
Kathrin Perutz

978-184590086-1
£12.99
152 x 229mm
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Management Skills for
Communication and
Negotiation

Genie Z. Laborde
PhD
Techniques derived
from NLP to create a
methodological approach
to this complex subject.

978-189983601-7
£20.00
234 x 187mm

276 pages
pb
(p)

States of
Equilibrium

John Burton EdD
This cutting-edge work
represents a major step
forward in both our
understanding of the human
personality and our ability to
attain a higher level of human
development by moving
towards a state of mental
balance.
“If you are a therapist, this
is a must read. Get States of
Equilibrium!”
L. Michael Hall, PhD

978-189983689-5
£25.00
234 x 156mm
256 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

crownhouse.co.uk

Social Panoramas

Changing the
Unconscious Landscape
with NLP and
Psychotherapy

Lucas Derks
Social Panoramas reveals
the unconscious landscape
of images and people that
surrounds each of us and
guides us towards the
successful recreation of our
perspectives on others and
ourselves.

978-190442403-1
£19.99
234 x 156mm
408 pages
pb
(p)

The Structure of
Personality

Practical Magic

L. Michael Hall PhD,
Bob G. Bodenhamer
DMin, Dr Richard
Bolstad and Margot
Hamblett

Stephen Lankton
MSW

Modeling “Personality”
Using NLP and NeuroSemantics

The Structure of Personality
identifies the processes that
create personality and, where
dysfunctional, presents
strategies to restructure it.

978-184590675-7
£35.00
234 x 154mm
496 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

A Translation of Basic
Neuro-Linguistic
Programming into
Clinical Psychology

“The closest thing to a basic
beginning manual to NLP.
It spells out in the most
understandable fashion the
basic concepts and tools of
a model which could offer
people a change to reclaim
control of their lives.”
Daniel Goleman, PhD

978-190442411-6
£19.99
152 x 228mm
264 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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The POWER
Process

An NLP Approach To
Writing

Dixie Elise Hickman
and
Sid Jacobson
Distilling the essence of what
makes a writer successful,
The POWER Process applies
the NLP model to writing
in all forms. This invaluable
aid and reference guide will
revolutionise and energise
your approaches to writing.

978-189983607-9
£12.99
234 x 154mm
256 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Presenting Magically

Transforming Your Stage Presence
with NLP

Tad James MS PhD and
David Shephard BSc DES

Whether you are a newcomer or a seasoned professional, Presenting Magically will
provide you with masterful tips and techniques to transform your presenting skills. It
will teach you to connect with your audience, structure your language, handle hecklers,
use metaphor, own the stage and structure presentations to fit everyone’s learning
style.
“A treasure trove of information on how to acquire the skills of a world class presenter.
It is a workbook for effective communication on the platform, with easy-to-learn NLP
techniques and exercises for powerful presentation skills.”
Judith E. Pearson PhD
Tad James MS, PhD is President of The American Board of Hypnotherapy, of Advanced
Neuro-Dynamics, of The American Institute of Hypnotherapy and of American Pacific
University.
David Shephard BSc, DES is Chairman and Head of Research and Training for The
Performance Partnership. He is also a Master Trainer of NLP, Time Line Therapy,
instructor of Hypnotherapy and teacher of Hawaiian Huna.

978-189983652-9
£25.00
234 x 154mm
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7 Steps to Emotional
Intelligence

978-189983650-5
£19.99
418 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Creative Intelligence
and Self-Liberation
Revised Edition

978-184590061-8
£12.99
176 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Patrick E. Merlevede MSc
with Denis Bridoux and
Rudy Vandamme

Korzybski Non-Aristotelian
Thinking and Enlightenment

Ted Falconar

Secrets of Personal
Mastery

Advanced Techniques for
Accessing Your Higher Levels of
Consciousness

978-189983656-7
£20.00
304 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

L. Michael Hall PhD

Dreaming Realities

A Spiritual System To Create
Inner Alignment

Julie Silverthorn MS
and John Overdurf CAC

978-189983630-7
£12.99
200 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Magic of Modern
Metaphor
Walking with the Stars

David Hodgson
A collection of stories for teachers,
trainers, parents and thinkers sharing
ancient wisdom through a modern
relationship between grandson and
grandad. Warm, funny and inspiring
stories to be read individually or as a
whole story by adults or children.

978-184590394-7
£16.99
234 x 156mm

208 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Salmon of
Knowledge

Stories for work, life, the dark
shadow and oneself

Nick Owen
A collection of stories, analogies
and metaphors that invite us to
pause and consider what is really
important in our lives, our work,
and ourselves. Challenging us to
re-connect different parts of our lives
and recognise how easy it is to get
distracted by contemporary culture
and the pace of modern life.

978-184590127-1
£16.99
234 x 156mm

crownhouse.co.uk

272 pages
pb • ebook
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The Magic of
Metaphor

77 Stories for Teachers
Trainers & Thinkers

Nick Owen
The Magic of Metaphor
presents a collection of stories
designed to engage, inspire
and transform the listener and
the reader. Some of the stories
motivate, some are spiritual
and some provide strategies
for excellence. All promote
positive feelings and encourage
confidence, direction and
vision.

978-189983670-3
£16.99
234 x 156mm
256 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Magic of
Metaphor –
audiobook

Stories for Teachers,
Trainers & Thinkers

Nick Owen
Listen to stories from the best
selling The Magic of Metaphor,
narrated by the author Nick
Owen.
Nick Owen is a writer,
editor and storyteller, and
Director of Nick Owen
Associates Ltd., a learning and
development organisation
specialising in developing
leaders, communicators and
influencers.

978-184590405-0
£19.99 inc VAT
audio CD
(p)

storytelling and metaphor

More Magic of
Metaphor

Stories for Leaders,
Influencers, Motivators
and Spiral Dynamics
Wizards

Nick Owen
Whether you lead in business,
education, coaching, sports,
health, parenting or any other
context, this book offers
insights into the many aspects
of this complex, fascinating and
demanding role that we are all,
from time to time, called upon
to fulfil.

978-190442441-3
£18.99
234 x 156mm
368 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Clean Language

Metaphors in Mind

Wendy Sullivan and Judy Rees

James Lawley and
Penny Tompkins

Revealing Metaphors and Opening
Minds

Transformation Through Symbolic
Modelling

What do you do as a therapist, teacher, doctor or manager when your client, student,
patient or colleague says “It’s like I’m hitting my head against a brick wall”, “I’ve got a
knot in my stomach” or “I’m looking for the right path to take”?
Would you like better relationships, a deeper understanding of the people around you,
and a simple yet powerful way to help them achieve their life goals?
Clean Language can offer all this and more. This book will teach you a new way to
communicate which gets to the heart of things! By asking Clean Language questions
to explore the metaphors which underpin a person’s thinking, you can help people
to change their lives in a way that intrinsically respects diversity and supports
empowerment. Both you and they will gain profound new insights into what makes
them tick.
Wendy Sullivan is a specialist international trainer of Clean Language and Symbolic
Modelling who has worked extensively with the founders of that field - Penny
Tompkins, James Lawley and David Grove.
Judy Rees is a journalist and author, entrepreneur and marketer who loves connecting
people and ideas. She is an expert in applying Clean Language - originally a therapy
technique - in business contexts.

978-184590125-7
£16.99
234 x 156mm
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storytelling and metaphor

Metaphors in Mind describes how to give individuals an opportunity to discover how
their symbolic perceptions are organised, what needs to happen for these to change,
and how they can develop as a result.
This comprehensive book covers the theory of metaphor, self-organising systems,
symbolic modelling, the practice of Clean Language, the five-stage therapeutic process,
and includes three client transcripts.

978-095387510-8
£17.95
152 x 234mm

334 pages
pb
(p)

The Power of Metaphor

978-189983643-7
£12.99
216 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Story Telling & Guided Journeys
for Teachers, Trainers and
Therapists

Michael Berman and
David Brown

Ericksonian Approaches
– Second Edition
A Comprehensive Manual

Rubin Battino MS and
Thomas L. South PhD
This outstanding manual on Ericksonian
hypnotherapy has been thoroughly revised
and updated. There are two new chapters - one
on Metaphor Therapy and Guided Metaphor
and the other on Ernest Rossi’s work on the
psychobiology of gene expression. The latter
chapter also contains a section on the brain
and hypnosis. Thomas South has extended his
chapter on utilization with another section on
pain control and the chapter on ethics and the
law has also been signigicantly updated. Finally
there is a new foreword by Roxanna Erickson
Klein and Betty Alice Erickson.

Milton H Erickson MD
An American Healer

Edited by Betty Alice Erickson
and Bradford Keeney
The spirit of Milton Erickson lives on
in this, the first book written about
him by a member of his family. It talks
about Milton the man, rather than his
psychotherapeutic techniques. A perfect
book for therapists, doctors, teachers,
and parents - showing them how to see
deeply into another’s situation and find
the words, sensible or serendipitous, to
calm and heal.

978-091817255-6
£20.00
178 x 253mm
360 pages + DVD
pb
(p)

crownhouse.co.uk

The Wisdom of
Milton H. Erickson
The Complete Volume

978-190442491-8
£39.50
234 x 156mm

624 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Ericksonian Approaches
– Companion CD:
Exercises and Demonstrations
Rubin Battino MS and
Thomas L. South PhD

978-184590029-8
£12.99 inc VAT
(p)

An outstanding demonstration of the correct
and incorrect delivery of trance induction
and metaphor. Can be used on its own or as
a companion to the best-selling Ericksonian
Approaches: A Comprehensive Manual.

hypnotherapy 

Ronald Havens PhD
Milton H. Erickson was one of the
most creative, dynamic and effective
hypnotherapists and psychotherapists
of the twentieth century. Gleaned from
the records of over 140 publications and
lectures given by Erickson during his
career, this outstanding work of research
extracts the core wisdom of his life-long
work.

978-190442496-3
£35.00
234 x 156mm
416 pages
hb
(p)
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Generative Trance

Hypnosis

Stephen Gilligan

Tad James MS PhD with Lorraine
Flores and Jack Schober

The Experience of Creative Flow

A Comprehensive Guide

This practical book makes three radically
different types of hypnosis easy to use in daily
hypnotic work, exploring the methods of Milton
H. Erickson, George Estabrooks and David Elman
and presenting them in such a way as to allow a
clear and accessible understanding.

Renowned author and trainer Stephen Gilligan reveals how life can be lived as a
great journey of consciousness. The author emphasizes that reality and identity are
constructed by ourselves, and explains how generative trance is crucial in creating
new realities and possibilities for clients. It is a view that differs markedly from
the traditional hypnosis idea of a client losing control, as well as from Ericksonian
approaches that feature a benevolent hypnotist who bypasses the conscious mind to
work with a client’s unconscious mind. Instead, generative trance stresses a “disciplined
flow” process in which a person’s conscious and unconscious minds cooperate to weave
a higher consciousness capable of transformational change.
Generative Trance offers a framework for developing this creative consciousness,
including a step by step process for creating it. Stephen Gilligan has been developing
this work over the past thirty five years, first as a protégé of the great hypnotherapist
Milton Erickson, and then as the originator of the post-Ericksonian approaches of SelfRelations and Generative Self.
William James used to say that ‘the unconscious mind is the horse and conscious mind
is the rider: it’s the relationship between the two that is most important.’ This book
shows you how to harness the relationship for a much more powerful and effective
therapeutic intervention.

978-184590781-5
£25.00
234 x 156mm

304 pages
hb • ebook
(p)
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978-189983645-1
£25.00
234 x 154mm

240 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Enchantment and
Intervention in Family
Therapy

978-184590083-0
£25.00
152 x 228mm
288 pages
pb
(p)

Using Metaphors in Family
Therapy

Stephen R. Lankton and
Carol Hicks Lankton

Hypnosis and
Suggestibility

An Experimental Approach

Clark L. Hull PhD.

978-189983693-2
£29.50
150 x 224mm
464 pages
hb
(p)

The Art of Hypnosis –
Third Edition

The Art of Hypnotherapy
– Fourth Edition

Mastering Basic Techniques

Mastering Client-Centered
Techniques

C. Roy Hunter MS, CHt

C. Roy Hunter MS, CHt

Also by C. Roy Hunter
The Art of Hypnotic Regression
Therapy, page 47
ISBN 978-184590851-5

The ‘Grand Master’ of Hypnotherapy, the late Charles Tebbetts, was a master teacher of
hypnosis and hypnotherapy and his training has formed the basis of a large number of
hypnotherapy courses taught in America and Europe. Roy Hunter, expert in the field of
hypnosis, has based this book on the first part of Tebbetts’ hypnosis training, Mastering
Basic Techniques.
Easy to read and understand, even for the novice, the book starts with the
fundamentals of hypnosis, introduces the reader to the many facets of hypnotic
technique and also provides in-depth and practical information on achieving maximum
results in a hypnotic session.
Roy Hunter, Ms, Cht, teaches professional hypnosis and advanced techniques for
professionals and self hypnosis to groups and clients for personal or professional
motivation. He was specially selected to carry on the work of the late Charles Tebbetts.
He was awarded a PhD from Alpha University and California University with a major in
clinical hypnotherapy.

978-184590439-5
£20.00
152 x 229mm

crownhouse.co.uk

240 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Now in its fourth edition, this classic text is a comprehensive guide to the practice of
client-centered hypnotherapy. The Art of Hypnotherapy shows students how all hypnotic
techniques revolve around four main therapeutic objectives: Suggestion and Imagery;
Discovering the Cause; Releasing and Subconscious Relearning.
New features in this edition include sections on anger, impotence, stuttering and
tinnitus, and a section on how to help a client establish a safe place and why this is
important. Also covered is the use of hypnosis in habit control and motivation and how
triggers impact habits; a large section on regression techniques; an introduction to
Parts Therapy; and advanced hypnotherapeutic techniques such as pain management.
“The Art of Hypnotherapy has everything you need to know, from mastering basic
techniques to ethics and potential dangers. The entire book is presented like a college
course, enabling you to get the most out of it.”
Deborah Rose , Hypnotherapist and Senior Lecturer

978-184590440-1
£25.00
152 x 229mm
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Analytical
Hypnotherapy
Volume 1

Analytical
Hypnotherapy
Volume 2

Jacquelyne Morison
with contributions
from Georges Philips

Jacquelyne Morison
with contributions
from Georges Philips

A unique investigation into
the way that the analytical
approach has influenced a
range of current therapeutic
philosophies, presenting the
ultimate means of treating
even the most challenging
therapeutic disorders.

Presents the practical
applications of analytical
hypnotherapy. In clear and
accessible style it covers
cutting edge research areas and
includes in-depth case studies
and client profiles.

Theoretical Principles

978-184590682-5
£35.00
234 x 154mm
448 pages
pb
(p)

Practical Applications

978-184590407-4
£35.00
234 x 154mm
496 pages
pb
(p)

Hypnotic Language
Its Structure And
Use
John Burton EdD and
Bob G. Bodenhamer
DMin

Milton Erickson’s complex
language patterns form a major
part of most therapists’ work.
This remarkable book develops
the language further and
includes comprehensive scripts
and case studies.

978-184590285-8
£29.50
234 x 154mm
304 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Practising Safe
Hypnosis

A Risk Management Guide

Roger Hambleton
This unique book
comprehensively explores
the damage that can be
caused by the misapplication
of hypnotic techniques in
therapy, laboratory and stage
performance settings.

978-189983694-9
£29.50
234 x 154mm
224 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Understanding
Advanced Hypnotic
Language Patterns
A Comprehensive Guide

John Burton EdD
Dissects and describes the
conceptual ingredients that
construct hypnotic language.
Clinical case examples and
dozens of hypnotic language
scripts are provided to illustrate
the identified principles.

978-184590032-8
£29.50
234 x 156mm
232 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Therapy with Tough Clients

Exploring the Use of Indirect and Unconscious Techniques

George Gafner MSW, LCSW
Whether you’re fairly new to therapy or you’ve practised for many years, no doubt
at times you’ve found yourself stumped with certain clients who leave you feeling
perplexed and discouraged with that ‘I-just-don’t-know-what-to-do-next’ feeling.
George Gafner has been there and that’s precisely why he wrote this book.

ThERApy
WITh

TOUGh CLIENTS

The author believes that all therapeutic approaches should be adapted to the unique
needs of the individual client and that the unconscious needs to be heavily considered
in any therapy approach. Centred around two fascinating case studies, Gafner discusses
concepts and techniques seldom addressed, including the therapist’s use of voice,
subtle vocal shifts, the pause, the strategic interval of silence and seeding as well as the
application of hypnotic techniques within standard talk therapy. He makes the case for
integrating ego-strengthening into therapy, advocates ego-strengthening as a ‘shovelready project’ and incorporates the use of healing metaphors in therapy. As a strong
supporter of evidence-based treatments, he believes that in much of real world mental
health treatment we can’t simply follow a manual. We must adapt treatment to the
unique needs of the individual and the more skills and tools we can bring to bear, the
better for both us and our clients.

Exploring the Use of Indirect
and Unconscious Techniques

GEORGE GAFNER, MSW, LCSW

George Gafner, MSW, LCSW recently retired from the Southern Arizona Veterans Affairs
Medical Center where he was director of family therapy and hypnosis training. For the
past two years he has worked part-time as a mental health counselor at a local prison
which holds 2,000 inmates. He is the author of five previous books on clinical hypnosis
as well as numerous journal articles.

978-184590878-2
£20.00
234 x 156mm
316 pages

crownhouse.co.uk
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Foundations of Clinical
Hypnosis
From Theory to Practice

Edwin K. Yager PhD
Dr. Yager has put together an impressive
table of contents covering much of
everything there is to know about how to
translate theory into practice across the
range of clinical settings. His clear and
thoughtful perspective will both inform
those who are new to the field and
expand the understanding of those who
have more experience.

978-184590122-6
£25.00
152 x 229mm
224 pages
hb • ebook
(p)
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101 things I wish I’d
known when I started
using hypnosis

Hypnosis for Inner
Conflict Resolution

This simple but immensely powerful
book is a testament to all the ideas that
Dr Ewin wished he had known about
when he first started practising hypnosis.
He has sought to make this publication
as concise as possible, consistent
with the message of seeking to take a
complicated idea and presenting it in the
simplest way.

Variations of parts therapy such as ego
state therapy or voice dialogue are
already used by many psychotherapists
and psychologists who also use hypnosis
in their practices. This book will provide
therapists with the added knowledge of
parts therapy.

Dabney Ewin, MD,FACS

978-184590291-9
£16.99
14 x 174mm
144 pages
hb • ebook
(p)
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Introducing Parts Therapy

Roy Hunter MS FAPHP

978-190442460-4
£27.50
234 x 156mm
208 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Ego State Therapy

Gordon Emmerson PhD
Emmerson’s innovative book presents
the theory and practice of working with
ego states, helping to understand them,
recognise and use them.
“will be a very valuable addition to the
subject”
Professor V M Mathew, MBBS DTM&H
DPM MRCPsych MPhil, Consultant
Psychiatrist and Clinical Director, West
Kent NHS and Social Care Trust

978-184590079-3
£20.00
234 x 156mm
232 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Art of Hypnotic Regression Therapy
A Clinical Guide

C. Roy Hunter MS CHt and Bruce Eimer PhD
Hypnotic Regression Therapy, or HRT, is a type of hypnotherapy in which, following
the induction of a good trance state, specialized suggestions are given to guide the
client in reviewing and emotionally reframing earlier experiences that have either
caused or contributed to the client’s current symptoms. HRT is considered one of the
most valuable hypnotherapy techniques available today, yet it remains controversial,
partly due to inadequate training of psychotherapists and hypnotherapists which has
contributed to numerous cases of false memory syndrome.
This volume presents an organised client-centered approach and shows when and
how to use HRT effectively. The authors emphasize the importance of avoiding
inappropriate leading and how to explain the risk of false memories to clients. They
also clearly address the controversies about false memories and the handling of the
emotional release that usually occurs during hypnotic regressions.

978-184590851-5
£20.00
152 x 229mm

crownhouse.co.uk
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The Fertile Body
Method: A Practitioner’s
Manual

Learning Solutions in
Hypnosis

Sjanie Hugo BA, D.HYP, PGD.

• Lifting Depression

The first complete guide to working with
fertility and related issues using hypnosis
and other mind-body approaches.
It offers in-depth information about
infertility and its possible causes and
provides practitioners with a thorough
understanding of all related issues and
effective techniques for treating them.

• Healing Trauma

The applications of hypnosis in
mind-body approaches to fertility
HYP, MBSCH

978-184590096-0
£29.50
254 x 178mm
400 pages
pb + audio CD • ebook
(p)
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Dr Rob McNeilly

Six-DVD set featuring sessions
demonstrating:
• Hypnosis in Relationships
• Healing Sexual Abuse
• Weight Management
• Hypnosis With Kids (three
demonstrations).

978-184590855-3
£29.99 inc VAT
DVD PAL version
(p)
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Hypnosis and Counselling in the
Treatment of Cancer and other Chronic
Illness
David Frank and Bernard Mooney PhD
978-184590080-9
£20.00
160 pages

pb • ebook
(p)

Hope & Resiliency

Understanding the Psychotherapeutic Strategies of
Milton H. Erickson MD

Dan Short PhD, Betty Alice Erickson MS LPC
and Roxanna Erickson Klein RN PhD
978-190442493-2
£25.00
288 pages

hb • ebook
(p)

The Art of Therapeutic Communication

The Power Tactics
of Jesus Christ and
Other Essays – Second
Edition

978-184590021-2
£14.99
160 pages
pb
(p)

Precision Therapy

978-189983618-5
£20.00
248 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Jay Haley

A Professional Manual of Fast
and Effective Hypnoanalysis
Techniques

Duncan McColl

Hypnotically Enhanced
Treatment for
Addictions
Alcohol Abuse, Drug Abuse,
Gambling, Weight Control, and
Smoking Cessation

978-098235736-1
£25.00
160 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Joseph Tramontana PhD

The Collected Works of Kay F. Thompson

Saralee Kane MSW and Karen Olness MD

The Answer Within

A Clinical Framework of
Ericksonian Hypnotherapy
978-190442428-4
£35.00
616 pages
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hb + audio CD
(p)
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Stephen R. Lankton and
Carol Hicks Lankton

978-184590121-9
£29.50
392 pages
pb
(p)

Relaxation Techniques

Reduce Stress and Anxiety and
Enhance Well-Being

Hypnosis for Smoking
Cessation
An NLP and Hypnotherapy
Practitioner’s Manual

David Botsford
This is one of the first books written for
Hypnotherapy and NLP Practitioners
that is devoted entirely to the use of
these techniques in enabling smokers
to quit. Written by a Harley Street
hypnotherapist, it combines Ericksonian
hypnotherapy and NLP with techniques
from cognitive therapy, yoga and stress
management.

978-184590074-8
£29.50
255 x 178mm
288 pages
pb + CD-ROM • ebook
(p)

crownhouse.co.uk

The Weight,
Hypnotherapy and
YOU Weight Reduction
Program

Treating Stress and
Anxiety

Judith E. Pearson PhD

A practical guide to evidence-based
techniques that help reduce stress and
anxiety as well as enhance quality of life.
Aimed at adults, it will help clinicians
deliver best practice treatments to
individuals and groups with anxiety and
stress related issues.

An NLP and Hypnotherapy
Practitioner’s Manual

Gives practitioners a complete, fully
scripted, ready-to-use weight reduction
program that addresses the near
epidemic problem of obesity in adults.
Includes a free client workbook on CD

978-184590031-1
£29.50
254 x 178mm
318 pages
pb + CD-ROM • ebook
(p)

A Practitioner’s Guide to
Evidence-Based Approaches

Lillian Nejad and Katerina
Volny

978-184590077-9
£29.50
255 x 178 mm
200 pages
pb + CD-ROM • ebook
(p)
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Lillian Nejad and Katerina
Volny
Audio CD designed as an introduction
to relaxation exercises that have been
shown to be effective in reducing and
managing the symptoms of stress and
anxiety. It can be used independently
or in conjunction with psychotherapy.
The program contains seven simple
yet powerful techniques to help you
experience everyday relaxation and each
exercise is preceded by clear and simple
instructions for its use. By repeated
practice of the relaxation exercises the
listener can overcome stress and anxiety
for a healthier, improved lifestyle.

978-184590078-6
£12.99 inc VAT
audio CD
70 mins
(p)
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Conversations with Milton H. Erickson MD
Edited by Jay Haley

Volume I, Changing Individuals
Presents a variety of therapy techniques that he employed for dealing with individuals.

978-193581014-8
£25.00

342 pages
pb • ebook

(p)

Volume II, Changing Couples
Discusses issues of married life and presents many different ideas for resolving
problems.

978-193581015-5
£20.00

Advances in the Use of
Hypnosis in Medicine,
Dentistry and Pain
Prevention/Management
Edited by Donald C. Brown,
MD

This comprehensive volume explores the
biology of hypnosis and its applications
in medicine, dentistry and pain
prevention and management. Drawing
on presentations at the 6th Annual
Frontiers of Hypnosis Assembly held in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, the original
material has been copiously updated and
expanded for this volume.

978-184590120-2
£29.50
256 pages
178 x 254mm
pb
(p)
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Milton H. Erickson, MD
Explorer in Hypnosis and
Therapy
Jay Haley and
Madeleine Richeport-Haley

Narrated by Jay Haley, this 60-minute
documentary offers an intimate and
far-reaching portrait of this remarkable
individual’s life and work. You’ll learn
how Erickson overcame numerous
adversities in his early life – dyslexia,
complete paralysis from polio at age 17,
and chronic pain – and how these events
formed the genesis of his development
as an innovator in hypnosis and therapy.

978-184590044-1
£35.00 inc VAT
DVD PAL version
(p)

(p)

Volume III, Changing Children and Families
Dr. Erickson presents many of his lively ways of doing therapy with children.

978-193581016-2
£20.00

182 pages
pb • ebook

(p)

Milton H. Erickson, MD

Edited by Jay Haley and Madeleine Richeport-Haley
In His Own Voice on Problem Drinkers
978-193581017-9
£20.00 inc VAT

1 hour
audio CD

(p)

In His Own Voice on Sex Therapy with the Male
978-193581018-6
£25.00 inc VAT

2 hours
audio 2 CD set

(p)

In His Own Voice on Sex Therapy with the Female
978-193581019-3
£25.00 inc VAT
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186 pages
pb • ebook

2 hours
audio 2 CD set

(p)

Techniques of Hypnotic Induction

Rapid Hypnotic Inductions

Healing Scripts

Contains both direct and indirect inductions. The direct
inductions are guided imagery experiences that invite
clients to imagine immersing themselves in a structured
experience. Other clients though appreciate less
structure and do not like to be told what to feel. These
clients may not like guided imagery inductions but
instead respond well to story inductions.

Gabor Filo

Marlene E. Hunter

George Gafner, MSW, LCSW

978-184590292-6
£20.00
234 x 156mm
220 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

crownhouse.co.uk

Demonstrations and Applications

In this era of instant gratification, sound bites and
technology driven attention deficits, five minutes is an
eternity. Hypnosis has been considered time intensive,
but does it have to be? This fascinating series of nine
actual demonstrations by Dr. Filo includes some verbal,
non-verbal and physical inductions.

978-184590846-1
£29.99 inc VAT
DVD PAL Version
(p)

Using Hypnosis to Treat Trauma and Stress
The field of trauma and stress treatment is constantly
searching for new ideas and solutions and the hypnotic
interventions detailed in this volume are designed to
treat the source of the pain and the anguish of trauma
so that clients with long term problems can finally be
offered some relief.

978-184590072-4
£25.00
244 x 169mm
184 pages
hb
(p)
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More Scripts & Strategies
in Hypnotherapy
Lynda Hudson

Scripts & Strategies in Hypnotherapy
The Complete Works

Roger P. Allen
Scripts & Strategies in Hypnotherapy Volumes 1 and 2 have been combined to create
the single most comprehensive source of scripts and strategies that can be used by
hypnotherapists of all levels of experience to build a successful framework for any
therapy session. It covers inductions, deepeners and actual scripts for a wide range
of problems from nail-biting to insomnia, sports performance to past life recall, pain
management to resolving sexual problems. There is a particularly comprehensive
section on smoking cessation. All scripts can be used as they stand or adapted for
specific situations.
“Provides an imaginative source of scripts covering the most commonly met cases. For
the newly qualified therapist it is a useful addition and for the more experienced it is a
source of inspiration.”
European Journal of Clinical Hypnosis

978-190442421-5
£29.50
234 x 156mm
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352 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

hypnotherapy – scripts and inductions

This collection of general scripts
comprehensively covers many areas
including the use of hypnotic language
and suggestions for varying scripts for
particular clients. Unique to this book is
a narrative detailing what each script is
doing and how it is designed to work. This
volume is an outstanding complement
to Roger Allen’s now classic Scripts and
Strategies in Hypnotherapy and will be
welcomed by beginner and experienced
practitioners alike.

978-184590391-6
£29.50
234 x 156mm
336 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Scripts & Strategies
in Hypnotherapy with
Children

for use with children and young
people aged 5 to 15

Lynda Hudson
Contains everything needed when
using hypnotherapy with children and
young people. In addition to providing
a collection of highly usable hypnotic
scripts for children from 5 to 15, it offers
an easy to follow, solution - focused way
to structure treatment sessions.

978-184590139-4
£27.00
234 x 156mm
256 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Therapeutic
Hypnosis with
Children and
Adolescents
Second Edition

Edited by
Laurence I. Sugarman, MD
and
William C. Wester, II, EdD

Therapeutic Hypnosis with Children and Adolescents
– Second Edition
Edited by Laurence I. Sugarman MD & William C. Wester II EdD

In this completely updated and expanded volume, the editors have brought together
some of the field’s most outstanding contributors to examine the wide-ranging
applications and promise of the use of hypnosis with children. The book develops core
principles of clinical hypnosis with children and adolescents and each contributor
delineates how they apply these precepts in a range of psychological and medical
settings. The result is a constellation of perspectives and clinical applications that
move the reader beyond literature review to practical advice.
Throughout the book, clinical vignettes draw the reader into the hypnotic encounter
while supportive evidence, strategies and caveats provide insights. This unique
combination of literature review, diverse clinical perspective and ‘how-to-do-it’ clinical
integration makes the second edition an essential book for all clinicians who strive to
build person-centred, creative, mind-body therapies into their clinical care of children
and adolescents. It will be of immeasurable value to both the experienced clinician and
the new practitioner.

Laurence I. Sugarman, MD, FAAP, ABMH, is a general pediatrician and consultant in
behavioral pediatrics at the Lifetime Health Medical Group in Rochester, New York.
He is also President of the American Board of Medical Hypnosis and Fellow in the
American Academy of Pediatrics.
William C. Wester, II, EdD, ABPP, ABPH, is a Diplomate in Clinical Hypnosis, American
Board of Psychological Hypnosis, and a Diplomate in Counseling and Family
Psychology, American Board of Professional Psychology. Dr. Wester is a Past President
of The American Society of Clinical Hypnosis and Adjunct Professor of Psychology at
The Athenaeum of Ohio, Cincinnati, Ohio. He is the co-editor of Clinical Hypnosis with
Children.

978-184590873-7
£39.50
234 x 156mm

crownhouse.co.uk

560 pages
hb • ebook
(p)
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Also available
No Fears, No Tears DVD

Hypnosis in Pediatric Practice

A Child in Pain

Laurence Sugarman MD

Leora Kuttner, PhD

Imaginative Medicine in Action

A 70-minute DVD that demonstrates the use of a variety of hypnotic
techniques with children. The use of hypnosis can comfort children
and adolescents during procedures, injections and examinations and
help them to manage stress and cope with chronic disease. The DVD
includes eight actual sessions with children ranging from age 7 to 16
and clearly shows the benefits to both child and family.

What Health Professionals Can Do to Help
Foreword by Lonnie Zeltzer, MD, Afterword by Neil L.
Schecter, MD
This comprehensive book will help professionals gain understanding
and skill in how to approach and treat children’s pain, and how to
help children make sense of and deal with their own pain. Pain is the
most common reason for children to seek a medical consultation and sometimes a common reason for avoiding it. These unaddressed
fears and anxieties can complicate the pain management and
recovery process.
A central theme in this book is the examination of children’s fears
and anxieties that accompany their need for pain relief, and the
communication skills and words that can help calm these fears.

978-184590047-2
£35.00 inc VAT

54

DVD PAL version
(p)

978-184590436-4
£29.50
152 x 229mm
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416 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Eight courageous children with
cancer, age 3 to 12, demonstrate
ways in which the natural
abilities of the mind can be
enlisted to help ease physical
pain.

978-184590684-9
£39.50 DVD PAL (p)

No Fears, No Tears: 13
Years later DVD
Dr. Leora Kuttner revisits seven
of the children featured in the
original program thirteen years
later to explore the long-term
impact of having learned as
a child how to deal with fear
and pain.

978-184590686-3
£49.50 DVD PAL (p)

Harry the Hypno-potamus

Harry the Hypno-potamus

Linda Thomson PhD MSN CPNP

Linda Thomson PhD MSN CPNP

Harry the Hypno-potamus is a collection of metaphorical stories that rely on hypnosis
and other relaxation techniques to deal with a wide variety of physical and behavioural
problems faced by children of all ages. The 32 illustrated stories feature animals in
the Ashland Zoo that rely on the guidance and support of Dr. Dan, the zoo’s vet, to help
master their problems.

This second book will entertain and delight while the therapeutic message, cleverly
embedded in the story, slips into the unconscious mind of the child. The tales enhance
empowerment by exposing children to new possibilities, new perspectives and differing
philosophies. For the clinician, the metaphors offer a treasure trove of techniques and
hypnotic language that can be adapted for a variety of situations and problems.

Metaphorical Tales for the Treatment of Children

More Metaphorical Tales for Children – Volume 2

978-184590117-2
£29.50
193 x 267mm

192 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Also available

Harry the Hypnopotamus
978-184590726-6
£29.50
193 x 267mm

crownhouse.co.uk

176 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Imagination Cards

Linda Thomson PhD MSN
CPNP

978-184590850-8
£19.99 inc VAT
playing cards
52 cards
boxed
(p)
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The Hypnotic Use of
Waking Dreams

978-184590030-4
£18.99
192 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Self Hypnosis for
Cosmic Consciousness

978-190442454-3
£18.99
267 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Magic of Mind
Power

978-189983629-1
£8.99
192 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

The Ultimate Power
Nap

978-098235737-8
£19.99 inc VAT
audio CD x 2
(p)

Stress Free Surgery
2 CD Set

978-184590073-1
£24.99 inc VAT
audio CD
(p)

Paul Schenk

Ronald Havens PhD

Mastering the Power
of Self-Hypnosis
Second Edition
A Practical Guide to SelfEmpowerment

Hypnotize Yourself Out
of Pain Now! Second
Edition

C. Roy Hunter MS, CHt

A Powerful, User-Friendly
Program for Anyone Searching for
Immediate Pain Relief

Some books tell you what to change
in order to change your life. This one
tells you how! The secret to success lies
buried in the unconscious, and one of the
world’s foremost hypnotherapists will
show you point by point how to make a
commitment to change, get motivated
and alter the ingrained negative
‘programming’ that’s holding you back.

This book focuses on your role in being
your own healer and looks at ways to
improve your relationship with yourself.
It will help you explore a wide range of
self-hypnosis techniques to help improve
your ability to cope with, and manage
discomfort so that you can live more
comfortably.

978-184590465-4
£25.00
152 x 229mm
316 pages
pb + CD • ebook
(p)

Duncan McColl

Bruce N. Eimer PhD ABPP

978-184590087-8
£12.99
228 x 153mm
256 pages
pb + CD • ebook
(t)
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Carol Ginandes PhD

Linda Thomson PhD MSN
CPNP

Grieve No More,
Beloved

Secrets of Stage
Mindreading

The Book Of Delight

Ormond McGill

Ormond McGill

Including authentic
background information
on recorded telepathy
demonstrations and
objective evidence of
mindreading, Ormond
McGill offers the
opportunity to practise
and hone your own natural
telepathic abilities.

When Ormond McGill’s wife,
Delight, died, he was griefstricken. Ormond wrote
this book to bring solace to
all those who hold in their
hearts a loved one who has
passed on.

The New Encyclopedia of Stage
Hypnotism

978-190442416-1
£12.99
215 x 132mm

Ormond McGill

crownhouse.co.uk

Ormond McGill

Ormond McGill hypnotised
audiences all over the
world with his exciting
stage shows. Here are
some of the secrets of his
success.

Ormond McGill
A comprehensive,
straightforward and easyto-read case study of pastlife regression therapy, with
full explanatory clinical
notes.

978-189983605-5
£16.99
234 x 154mm

272 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

208 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

The Amazing
Life of Ormond
McGill

A Past Life Revealed
Through Hypnotic
Regression

Ormond McGill was known as The Dean of American
Hypnotists. He was a magician and hypnotist of
international renown and toured many parts of the
world with his exciting stage shows: East Indian
Miracles, The Seance of Wonders, Real Mental Magic,
South Sea Island Magic and The Concert of Hypnotism,
to name but a few. Ormond McGill was also a naturalist
of prominence, his contributions to entomology and
conchology being well known in those fields.

640 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

978-190442401-7
£18.99
234 x 156mm

Seeing The
Unseen

This phenomenal work by the ‘Dean of American
Hypnotists’ is the most comprehensive text ever to be
published on stage hypnotism. It also has widespread
therapeutic applications.

978-189983602-4
£45.00
234 x 156mm

128 pages
pb
(p)

978-184590001-4
£29.50
234 x 156mm

448 pages
hb • ebook
(p)
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The Distracted Couple

The Impact of ADHD on Adult Relationships
Edward hallowell, Md, co-author of Married to Distraction

distractEd

Edited by Larry Maucieri, Phd and Jon Carlson PsyD, EdD
The Distracted Couple identifies the aspects of adult ADHD that impact on marriages
and relationships, and provides a number of interventions, strategies and treatments to
effectively address these challenges.
• The first section covers an overview of evolving diagnoses; how ADHD impacts
marital dysfunction; the impact of Executive Functioning Weaknesses; and a oneon-one interview with a known expert in the field focusing on the impact of ADHD
in couples.
• In section two the editors focus on diverse populations such as African-American
couples, women with ADHD and same-sex couples.
• Section three includes a section on working with couples with ADHD and
emphasizes treatment protocols and solutions to problems in couples.
This volume addresses many of the issues that couples face when either one or both
partners has ADHD and the many ways that clinicians can help them in dealing with
these issues. Although historically the diagnosis and treatment of ADHD has focused
on children, more recently clinicians and researchers have been exploring the impact
of ADHD on adults. Few have focused on the effects of adult ADHD on relationships
and marriages, which makes this a must-read for all of those working with adults with
ADHD.
“A unique book, written by a wide range of gifted clinicians, a gem, indispensable for all
who work in the field. Highly recommended!
Edward Hallowell, MD, co-author of Married to Distraction
Larry Maucieri, PhD is an Assistant Professor of Psychology and Counseling at
Governors State University and an affiliate clinical neuropsychologist at the Family
Institute at Northwestern University.
Jon Carlson, PsyD, EdD, ABPP is Distinguished Professor of Psychology and Counseling
at Governors State University and a psychologist at the Wellness Clinic in Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin. He has authored 170 journal articles and 55 books.

978-184590877-5
£25.00
234 x 156 mm
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368 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Understanding
Dissociative
Disorders

978-184590050-2

RESOLVE

978-189983684-0
£18.99
234 x 154mm
232 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Marlene E.
Hunter MD

A New Model of
Therapy

Dr Richard
Bolstad

Subliminal Therapy
Using the Mind to Heal

Edwin K. Yager PhD
Subliminal Therapy is a technique by which hypnotic
phenomena can be used for therapeutic purposes
without the need for formal trance induction and can be
used either on its own or in addition to other treatment.
In this book readers are introduced to the concepts and
applications of Subliminal Therapy and are taught how
to use them.

978-184590728-0
£20.00
152 x 229mm
288 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

crownhouse.co.uk

Learning Solutions in Counselling
Dr Rob McNeilly

Coping

• Overcoming Anxiety

A Practical Guide
for People with
Life-Challenging
Diseases and their
Caregivers

• Resolving Trauma

Rubin Battino MS

Four-DVD set featuring sessions demonstrating:
• Resolving Depression
• Resolving a Fear of Heights

978-184590856-0
£19.99 inc VAT
DVD PAL version
(p)

Expectation
The Very Brief
Therapy Book

Rubin Battino

counselling and psychotherapy

£20.00
234 x 156mm
208 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

978-189983668-0
£14.99
234 x 154mm
192 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

978-184590028-1
£20.00
234 x 156mm
208 pages
hb • ebook
(p)
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Provocative Coaching

Making things better by making them
worse

Jaap Hollander

Their Finest Hour
Jeffrey Kottler and
Jon Carlson

978-184590088-5
£16.99
384 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Psychodynamics and
Psychotherapy of
Pseudoseizures

978-190442427-7
£35.00
304 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Strategies of
Psychotherapy

978-184590022-9
£19.99
194 pages
pb
(p)

Knowing Through
Changing

978-184590015-1
£25.00
208 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Sex & Love at Midlife

978-098235739-2
£12.99
328 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

Dalma KalogjeraSackellares PhD
A fresh wind is blowing through the worlds of coaching and psychotherapy: provocative
coaching – a unique new cocktail of humour, warmth and psychological provocation.
Coaches and therapists everywhere are throwing off the shackles of humming and
nodding! Not only can provocative coaching be highly effective - especially with socalled ‘impossible’ clients - but it also liberates both professionals and their clients.
This is a book about challenging people in order to help them. It explains in detail
how to do Provocative Coaching and the psychological mechanisms through which
the provocative style works. It may seem like quite an unusual way of behaving for a
professional coach or therapist: humour, however is an important aspect of coaching.
Provocative Coaching is related to ‘paradoxical intention’ and ‘reverse psychology’.
“Offers a way to approach problems differently and even reset thinking.”
Roger Farbey, The British Dental Association’s Head of Library and Knowledge Services
Dr Jaap Hollander is a clinical psychologist, NLP trainer and co-founder of the Institute
of Eclectic Psychology. He lives in Holland and has been teaching psychology across
Europe for 20 years.

978-184590857-7
£18.99
140 x 216mm
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297 pages
pb • ebook
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counselling and psychotherapy

Jay Haley

Giorgio Nardone and
Claudette Portelli

Bernie Zilbergeld PhD with
George Zilbergeld PhD

Too Fat or Too Thin?

A Reference Guide to Eating Disorders

Cynthia R. Kalodner PhD
978-190442485-7
£20.00
240 pages
pb
(p)

Boundaries in Human
Relationships

How to be Separate and Connected

Anné Linden
The most important distinction we can ever make in
our lives is between who we are as an individual and our
connection with others. Can we truly love another and
be a whole, complete and unique person? How do we
know the difference between our fear and a partner’s‚ or
between our past anger and our here-and-now anger?
The answer lies with boundaries – and this is a practical
guide to unlocking these mysteries.

978-184590076-2
£18.99
229 x 152mm
200 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

crownhouse.co.uk

Ordeal
Therapy

Unusual Ways to
Change Behavior

Jay Haley

Psychotherapy with
Adolescents and Their Families
Essential Treatment Strategies
Muriel Prince Warren
DSW ACSW

Guided
Imagery

Psychotherapy and
Healing through the
Mind-Body Connection

Rubin Battino MS

978-190442462-8
£29.50
448 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

A Mother
Apart

Contemporary Treatment of
Adult Male Sex Offenders

Sarah Hart

Mark S. Carich and
Martin C. Calder
978-193581004-9
£25.00
232 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

How to let go of guilt
and find happiness
living apart from your
child

Metaphoria

Metaphor and
Guided Metaphor for
Psychotherapy and
Healing

Rubin Battino MS

counselling and psychotherapy

978-193581005-6
£25.00
210 x 137mm
224 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

978-184590038-0
£18.99
234 x 154mm
400 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

978-184590094-6
£12.99
235 x 191mm
200 pages
pb • ebook
(t)

978-190442492-5
£25.00
152 x 229mm
384 pages
pb • ebook
(p)
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Eye Movement
Integration Therapy

978-184590872-0
£25.00
400 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

From Trauma to
Transformation

978-190442490-1
£29.50
296 pages
pb • ebook
(p)

Danie Beaulieu PhD

Muriel Prince Warren DSW
ACSW

Advanced Skills
and Interventions
in Therapeutic
Counselling

Gordon Emmerson PhD

Rapid Cognitive
Therapy

978-189983637-6
£20.00
272 pages
hb • ebook
(p)

Georges Philips and
Terence Watts

Gestalt Therapy

Claudio Naranjo MD
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978-184590017-5
£19.99
240 pages
pb
(p)

Keep Your Feet Moving

978-098235734-7
£13.99 inc VAT
64 minute audio CD
(p)

Let Your Soul Be Your
Pilot

978-098235731-6
£13.99 inc VAT
60 minute audio CD
(p)

Calm Beneath the
Waves

978-098235732-3
£13.99 inc VAT
40 minute audio CD
(p)

Moving On

978-098235735-4
£13.99 inc VAT
60 minute audio CD
(p)

Meetings with a
Remarkable Man

978-098235730-9
£13.99 inc VAT
48 minute audio CD
(p)

Beside Yourself with
Comfort

978-098235733-0
£13.99 inc VAT
30 minute audio CD
(p)

Bill O’Hanlon

Bill O’Hanlon

Bill O’Hanlon

Bill O’Hanlon

Bill O’Hanlon
978-189983654-3
£20.00
320 pages
pb
(p)
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Bill O’Hanlon
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